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Abstract. The Obsea Cabled Observatory (www.obsea.es) is go-
ing to be expanded with new sea surface sensors such a me-
teorological station and a video camera. These new sensors are 
going to be installed in a surface buoy with wireless commu-
nication to the Obsea Data Center at SARTI’s Laboratories. The 
mooring design and simulations are presented in this paper, 
taken into account the marine conditions of the area located in 
the Vilanova I la Geltrú coast in the Metiterranean Sea. The sim-
ulations of the static and dynamic behaviour of the anchored 
buoy were done with the software OrcaFlex 9.4. 
1. Buoy and accessories model
The aim of this work is to present the preliminary followed steps 
for the mooring design of the buoy. The scheme of the buoy is 
shown in Figure 1-a It is a 6m length buoy with a diameter of 
1m in the centre. It has been modelled in the simulation envi-
ronment, , as is shown in figure 1-b, and to known the physical 
properties of the buoy allow Orcaflex a quicker analysis.
The buoy was modelled as 3 
cylinders, taking into account 
the centre of gravity and mo-
ment of inertia of the real 
buoy. The buoy will be an-
chored at the sea bottom us-
ing 3 chains. These chains will 
be fixed to the buoy through 
a custom design fixing struc-
ture, shown in Figure 2. This 
element has to be modelled 
in Orcaflex with a simple 
structure.
Figure 1. Real buoy schema and 
its Orcaflex model
On the Figure 3 is shown the 
fixing structure model and 
how the chains are linked 
in a 3 leg shape, separated 
120º because in this way the 
chains can keep in this same 
position.  
Figure 2. Custom structure to fix chains.
Figure 3. Chain fixing structure 
model
2. Positioning of anchored buoy system 
The positioning chain system has a tripod diagram, separating 
the chains 120º, as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Three-dimensional representation of anchored buoy sys-
tem with 3 chains
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Once the different elements are defined in the Orcaflex simula-
tion environment, a static analysis gives us information about 
the static position of the chains, and what are the forces at the 
ends. In this case, we have 20m depth and 50m chains length. 
Figure 5 shows the static position of the system.
Figure 5. Three-dimensional representation of anchored buoy sys-
tem with 3 chains with static analysis
After the static analysis, a dynamic analysis takes into account 
boundary conditions that have been carried out. In order to 
know what is the best orientation of the chains, and which will 
be the forces in presence of different wave heights, we took into 
account the information of “Puertos del Estado” about most 
common and maximum heights, periodicity, and direction of 
waves in the area.
Table 1. Table swell results according to Spanish study zone
Once the simulation elements, their positioning, and environ-
mental parameters or boundary conditions are known, the dy-
namic simulation can be performed, and in this way, the system 
behaviour can be shown, according to swell, periods, and aver-
age heights, such as data showed on Table 1. Figure 6 shows 
different images captured during dynamic analysis.
The next step is the analysis of the simulation results in terms of 
maximum forces that a chain undergoes, and verifies the correct 
orientation of the mooring in order to minimize chain forces.
Figure 6. Three-dimensional representation of anchored buoy sys-
tem with 3 chains with dynamic simulation
7. Conclusion
A static and dynamic simulation of the Obsea mooring design 
has been presented. First approach to the use of Orcaflex soft-
ware has been done in order to evaluate its functionality. At this 
time a depth evaluation of the results has to be done in order to 
verify the correct design. These results will be published soon.
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